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TIME FALL by Timothy Ashby
New edge-of-your-seat historical thriller prompts discussions of modern warfare
The plotline of TIME FALL by Timothy Ashby is fantastical and compelling—six ace WWII Rangers jump
out of a plane in 1945 and land, a few seconds later, in 2011, in deeply forested modern-day Germany.
They don’t know their war is long over, so they start blowing things up.
The men are labeled terrorists and hunted by Germany’s elite counter-terrorism unit along with local
police and the US Military. Filled with meticulously researched details of WWII, the Vietnam War and
state-of-the-art forensics and military tactics, TIME FALL is a complex and twisting story that has the
readers questioning what is “good” and what is “evil” long after the work reaches its satisfying conclusion.
TIME FALL is more than a great read. It’s a great conversation.
Where is the dividing line for soldiers who keep fighting after the “end” of a war? Are drone attacks,
soldiers-for-hire and targeted assassinations more or less “murder” than terrorist bombings? Author
Timothy Ashby is fascinated by such questions after a career that has included a stint as a counterterrorism consultant to the US State Department. These timely and fundamental matters inform his
captivating fictional work.
Other topical issues fictionalized in TIME FALL include:
 The culpability of old Nazis and young terrorists
 Forensics in the military used to identify soldiers remains decades after their deaths
 Stealth techniques of US Rangers over history
 Disappearing planes in WWII
 The justification of murder of military targets in war—and in peace
“A triumph across-the-board” Kirkus Reviews
Author Timothy Ashby worked in Washington DC as a counter-terrorism consultant to the U.S. State
Department, and then as a senior official - the youngest political appointee of his rank - at the U.S.
Commerce Department, responsible for commercial relations with Latin America and the Caribbean. He
held two Top Secret security clearances and worked with a number of colorful characters, including
members of the U.S. military's Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC). He has lived in the Caribbean
and Europe as well as in the United States. An avid historian, he published widely on military history,
archaeology, business and international relations. A licensed attorney in Florida and the District of
Columbia, Tim Ashby has a PhD degree from the University of Southern California, a JD from Seattle
University Law School, and an MBA from the University of Edinburgh, Scotland.
TIME FALL is available in both print and eBook editions.
For review copies, information or an interview with Tim Ashby, please contact Jody Rein at (303) 6949386, or info@authorplanet.org.
Author Planet Press (www.authorplanet.org) is associated with Jody Rein Books, Inc., a literary agency
(www.jodyreinbooks.com). Visit Timothy Ashby at www.timashby.com; @tfashby; or
https://www.facebook.com/TimAshbyBooks
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